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Mednet System Signs Contract to use AM Technologies’ WHY TYPE
Medical System to Voice Enable their web based Electronic Medical Record
(emr4MD) Software
The Speech Recognition System, used by Christopher Reeve, Combines with Mednet’s
EMR to Increase Productivity and Eliminate Transcription Costs in Medical Practices
NEWTON, Mass., and WEBSTER – May 25, 2005 – Mednet System, a leading
provider of electronic medical record (EMR) software, announced today that it has selected AM
®

Technologies’ WHY TYPE Medical System (WTMS) as the speech recognition system to
enable 4MD software for patient notes.
Dr. Gulla, an internist and recent user of the system states, “I was surprised the
recognition was so high even though I have an accent. I am obtaining 98 to 99% accuracy with
my accent.” Dr Gulla also said, “It integrates very easily with emr4MD.”
According to Niraj Jetly, CEO, Mednet system, “this combination of the emr4MD and
WTMS allows users to enter information without having to type or bear the cost of a
transcriptionist. Their medical notes are created instantly and can then be sent to other doctors
involved with the patients care.”
“I am impressed at how quickly I was able to get the WTMS to voice activate my
emr4MD,” explains Dr. Kenneth Guarnieri, an internist and recent user. The integration of the
WTMS with emr4MD will increase the medical community’s productivity and efficiency. The
conjunct system is complemented by expert training and support through both MedNet System
and AM Technologies, Inc.
With this agreement, AM Technologies, Inc. becomes MedNet System’s leading provider
of computer-based speech recognition technology to physicians and medical personnel.
“We are honored MedNet System selected our company as the preferred vendor for computerbased speech recognition systems and are committed to continued outstanding service,” said Andrew J.
Meshulam, president, AM Technologies, Inc. “A number of specialists associated with MedNet System
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already reap the benefits of WHY TYPE ’s reliability and accuracy – they are spending more time

with their patients instead of laboriously typing medical notes. We look forward to our
partnership with MedNet System as we enable patient care throughout medical practices and
hospital networks.”
About Mednet System
Mednet System is the leading provider of practice consulting, medical billing, and IT consulting services to
hospitals, IPAs, and physicians. Mednet System specializes in providing advanced data warehousing,
utilization management, and disease management solutions by bringing together experience, collaboration
and results all in one place. Mednet System is a privately held company headquartered in Webster,
Massachusetts. To schedule product demo, or any sales questions, contact info@mednetsystem.com or visit
our site at www.mednetsystem.com.
About AM Technologies, Inc.
AM Technologies, Inc., is a leading provider of PC-based speech recognition systems. The company
develops, markets and supports high-performance, cost-effective speech solutions that empower users with
convenient, yet accurate, record keeping while enabling organizations substantial savings over transcription
costs. Founded in 1994, AM Technologies is privately held and is located in Newton, Massachusetts. It
has also developed products geared toward legal, executive, and disabled users respectively with its WHY
TYPE® Legal System, WHY TYPE® Executive System and WHY TYPE® Hands-Free System.
For more information visit www.whytype.com or to schedule product demos or any sales requests,
contact Allen Shen at 800-WHY-TYPE or ashen@whytype.com
WHY TYPE, WHY TYPE Medical System, WHY TYPE Legal System, WHY TYPE Executive System and
WHY TYPE Hands-Free System are registered trademarks of AM Technologies, Inc. All other trademarks
listed herein are the property of their respective owners.
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